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2005 BUDGET BRIEFING NOTE – Corporate Utilities

Issue:

At its meeting on January 27, 2005, the Budget Advisory Committee requested the Chief Financial Officer &
Treasurer to report to the Budget Advisory Committee wrap up meeting on the total actual expenditures on
corporate utilities in 2003 and 2004, and determine the exact economic factors to be used for 2005.

Background:

The 2005 EMT Recommended Budget for Corporate Utilities is $32.053 million gross and $25.588 million
net.  Approximately 89 per cent of the 2005 EMT Recommended Gross Budget is for the consumption of
electricity (62 per cent) and natural gas (27 per cent).

Key Points:

A. Total 2005 Corporate Utilities Budget - Increase of 13% or $3.600 million (gross) over 2004

The reasons for the increase are as follows:

• Annualization of $0.289 million in 2005 for the 2004 new and enhanced services.
• $3.133 million due to rate increases: electricity = 8%; natural gas = 20%; water = 6%; steam = 10%;

heating oil = 10%.
• credit of $0.879 million for the additional GST rebate in 2004.

Natural Gas: The City renewed its direct purchase arrangements in November 2004 at higher prices than
the previous contract.  Market prices have increased substantially.  The City’s price is still lower than the
equivalent Enbridge rates.  In 2005, delivery rates increased by 3 – 5% and commodity rates increased
15-18%.

2005 EMT

Budget Actual Variance Budget Proj. Actual Variance Rec. Budget

Electricity 16.764 14.921 1.843 18.080 16.930 1.150 19.793

Natural Gas 6.091 5.725 0 7.165 6.400 0.765 8.725

Steam Heating 1.399 1.577 (0.178) 1.822 1.800 0.022 2.005

Water 1.263 0.779 0 1.342 1.340 0.002 1.460

Heating Oil 0.042 (0.042) 0.044 0.044 0.000 0.048

Propane 0.010 (0.010) 0.022
Total 25.517 23.044 2.473 28.453 26.524 1.929 32.053

2003 2004

Gross Expenditures ($ million)
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Electricity: The City renewed its contract with Toronto Hydro with increased rates starting May 2005.
Delivery rates increased by 3% and commodity rates by 5%.

2004 Expenditures:

The 2004 actual expenditures are preliminary estimates based on the information received to-date.
Actual expenditures will be finalized in late February.  However, it is anticipated that there will be a
favourable variance attributed to better than anticipated weather condition.

B. Total 2005 Corporate Utilities Budget - Increase of 26% or $6.536 million (gross) from 2003

In addition to the reasons given above, the following are other increases:

• The 2003 Budget was reduced by $1.5 million due to the hydro rate cap that the Province instituted in
2003.

• The 2004 Budget was increased by $1.4 million over 2003 resulting from the lifting of the hydro rate
cap in April 2004, and was further increased by $0.2 million in 2004 over 2003 for new and enhanced
services.

Economic/Inflation Factors:

The local utility distribution companies adjust their rates at least annually, and since the rates are adjusted by
rate class, there are different economic/inflation factors for each rate class. The weighted average
economic/inflation factor is calculated for each energy type.

Calculation Methodology:

1. Potential energy rate increases/decreases and other energy escalation factor are gathered from the local
distribution companies, energy consultants/specialists and energy price index/forecasts.

2. This projected energy inflation rate (both the distribution and commodity) is applied to the various rate
classes for all the facilities.

3. The increases/decreases are then averaged for all the facilities and the total energy consumption for
each utility type . This net increase/decrease is the weighted average economic/inflation factor for all
facilities and operations.

The following table shows the weighted average rate increases for the various utilities for the past 4 years, and
the projected rate increase for 2005 and 2006:

Year Electricity Natural Gas Water Steam Heating Oil
2001 6% 18% 2% 12% 15%
2002 5% -25% 9% -15% 5%
2003 -2% 5% 9% 34% 4%
2004 9% 11% 7% 6% 15%
2005 8% 20% 6% 10% 10%
2006 2% 3% 7% 15% 15%

Conclusion:

Energy prices continue to increase due to various factors.  The Province is set to increase electricity rates
again in April 2005.  Due to various market factors, natural gas prices have also increased substantially.
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Contact for further information:
Jim Kamstra, Manager, Energy & Waste Management, Business & Strategic Innovation, Facilities & Real
Estate   Phone: 392-8954

Date: January 28th, 2005


